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ABSTRACT

The present invention relates to a method for creating and
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managing a local area network including at least one device
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for reproducing an encrypted data ?ow and a device for

transmitting and re-encrypting all or part of said encrypted
data, which devices include security modules. The method
includes the steps of connecting a so-called master security
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module in one of the devices connected to the local area
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network, causing the master security module to generate a
network key, securely transmitting the network key to one or
more so-called user security modules, decrypting the data

encrypted by the transmission and re-encryption device,
re-encrypting the data with said device by means of a local
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key, transmitting the re-encrypted data to the reproduction
device, and holding the reproduction device to perform
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decryption using the user security module associated there
with and provided with means for locating the local key.
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METHOD FOR GENERATING AND MANAGING A
LOCAL AREA NETWORK

netWork. Once this ?rst module has generated a ?rst key, it
becomes a parent module and can function on its oWn. If

another module appears in the same netWork, this parent
INTRODUCTION
[0001]

This invention concerns the domain of a local area

network creation and administration, in particular a local
area netWork connected to an access point to a conditional
access data stream.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] The management of the access to conditional data
is Well knoWn and has been practiced since a long time

particularly in the Pay-TV ?eld.

capacity is transmitted to this second module, alloWing the
latter to be a part of the same netWork. The ?rst module loses

its parent capacity and this ability is transferred to the second
module. Of course, other parameters, such as the number of

future modules participating in this netWork, are also dec
remented and stored in the neW generator module.

[0012]

The move of the parent capacity meets security

criteria because one module can only introduce one other
module into the same netWork. Nevertheless this solution

presents certain problems, since the chain can be interrupted
through ignorance of the principle, in the case that a user
separates one of the elements that precisely had become the

[0003] The user has a decoder for decrypting the
encrypted stream by means of keys that are associated to

parent module. Furthermore, if the apparatus in Which this

subscription or rights. These keys are generally preferably

module is present Were damaged, the user Would take it to

stored in a removable security module in order to alloW the
evolution of the functions offered as Well as the security.

a point of sale and exchange it for another apparatus, Which
results in the interruption of the possibility of extending this

[0004] Most decoders, once the data stream has been
decrypted, convert this data into an analogue form to be
processed by a visualiZation device, such as a television

netWork.

[0013]

The document WOOl/ 67705 describes a system for

a secure transfer of data and data management on the

Internet netWork comprising a data transfer and encryption

screen.

[0005] The advent of digital screens has somehoW dis
rupted this scheme. In fact, since the decoder output toWards
the display is digital, this output can be used in a fraudulent

Way to produce illegal copies.
[0006] For this reason, before digital displays and more
generally any apparatus processing this type of data in

digital form, such as digital recorders, become Widely used,

module in a user unit, and a data management module in a

server unit. The data transfer is carried out through the
moving of the data from a WindoW displayed on a screen
associated to the user unit from or to a WindoW associated to

the server unit. Each WindoW is associated With a passWord
in such a Way that the moving of the data from a WindoW to
the other causes the encryption or the re-encryption from
one associated passWord to the other. The system uses

solutions have been proposed With the aim of preventing the

symmetric key encryption coupled With the ?le transfer

dissemination of conditional access data.

protocol and alloWs a secure transfer of large data ?les
Which siZe is 100 Megabytes or more. This data transfer

[0007]

Thus, an end-to-end protection of the content has

been proposed in order to maintain the content in an

encrypted form until it reaches the restitution device (a
television set for example).
[0008]

A source such as a decoder or a DVD reader

processes the encrypted content and authorizes access as
long as the conditions are ful?lled (according to the user’s

from the server unit to the user unit or vice versa can be

carried out an unlimited number of times independently of
the netWork and of the units’ locations on the netWork.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

subscription, for example). The content, before being sent to
the user’s local netWork, is encrypted again according to a

[0014] The aim of this invention is to propose a method for
creating and managing a local netWork Which overcomes the
draWbacks described above.

key associated to this netWork, so that it can only be
accessible in this netWork. Any use outside this netWork is

managing a local area netWork, this netWork comprising at

impossible given that the key is unique for each domestic
netWork.

[0009] The concept of domestic netWork, although de?ned
in relation to a user, can be vague since a neighbor can easily
connect to the same netWork and thus dispose of the same

[0015]

This aim is achieved by a method for creating and

least one restitution device for an encrypted data stream and
a diffusion and re-encrypting device for all or part of said

encrypted data, said devices comprising security modules,
this method comprising the folloWing steps:
connection of a security module called “master” in one of

netWork key. For this reason the simplest solution is to limit
the number of people forming a local netWork.

the devices connected to the local netWork,

[0010] To use this type of secure local netWork, each
device must have a security module containing the secret
pertaining to this netWork. These modules are in general

module,

either in the form of a removable smart card or a security

security modules called “user”,

establishment of a local netWork key by the master security
secure transmission of this netWork key to one or more

module directly mounted in the apparatus.

decrypting of encrypted data by the diffusion and re-en

[0011] According to a ?rst knoWn solution, this limitation
concept has been implemented by the transmission of a
parent capacity belonging to the netWork. For the installa

crypting device,

tion of a local netWork, a ?rst module contains or is capable
of generating the key that serves as a common point in this

re-encrypting of the data by said device using a local key,
transmission of the re-encrypted data to the restitution

device,
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decrypting by said restitution device thanks to the associated
user security module, Which comprising means to locate the

local key.
[0016]

A restitution device is a device in Which it is

[0028] Such master module also includes a counter for
de?ning the maximum number of modules that can be

initialized, and a certi?cate shoWing the membership of this
module to the local netWorks system.

imperative that data is decrypted for its use, in audio, video

[0029] The problem of separating the apparatus, in Which

or other forms, such as stock-exchange data or games. The
most characteristic example is a television set.

the master module is found, is thus solved. For practical

[0017] All the remaining steps on the data are carried out
on encrypted data.

[0018] A session key is a randomly generated key, Which
is then encrypted With the netWork key. Encrypted data is
accompanied by this session key that is encrypted by the
netWork key. Thus, the knoWledge of the netWork key alloWs
the session key to be obtained and the data to be accessed.

[0019]

Of course, it is possible to envisage the direct use

of the netWork key and only the transmission of re-encrypted
data. In the folloWing description, the local key includes
both concepts i.e. session key or netWork key.
[0020] For the encryption of data there are tWo principles.
The ?rst refers to the encryption of the set of data by the
local key. The security module knoWn as the “converter
module” comprises means to decrypt the data and re-encrypt

reasons, the master module Will have a visual mark With

respect to the other modules.
[0030] The establishment of a netWork key can be carried
out in tWo Ways. The ?rst consists in randomly generating
this key during a ?rst initialization of the local netWork.

[0031] The second consists in using a key loaded during a
personalization procedure of the master module. The keys
are thus knoWn in advance by the issuing authority.
[0032] The master module, as a ?rst task, must initialize a
netWork. The user module is a passive part of this netWork

and receives the netWork key established by the master
module. In practice, it is possible to integrate a user module
in the physical module containing the master module. This
alloWs operation in a netWork With only one module, the

initialization consisting in transferring the netWork key of
the master part to the user part of the same physical module.

said data by the local key, only if the rights exist. According
to the How rate and the data size, the capacity required for
this operation may be very important.
[0021]

A second principle is based on a key ?le, knoWn as

“Control Words”. Data is not modi?ed and remains

encrypted by the set of keys; only the key ?le is decrypted
by the converter module and re-encrypted by the local key.
[0022] It should be noted that the set of keys can be
reduced to just one key per event and can be processed as

previously described i.e. the message comprising this key is
decrypted by the converter module and re-encrypted by the

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0033] The invention Will be better understood thanks to
the detailed folloWing description, Which refers to the
annexed draWing Which is given as a non-limitative
example, and Which describes the con?guration of a local
netWork.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0034] In FIG. 1, the local netWork is identi?ed as LNT.
It links the different elements connected in a house for

local key.

example.

[0023] A diffusion and re-encrypting device, for example,

[0035]

is a decoder connected to a netWork providing conditional

There are tWo types of devices, namely restitution

devices such as a television set DV1, and a computer DV2.

access data or an encrypted data reader, such as a DVD

The other devices are the diffusion and decryption devices,

reader.

such as a decoder MD1 or a disk reader MD2.

[0024] This device veri?es Whether the right to decrypt the

If the right exists, said data is re-encrypted after the decrypt
ing stage thanks to the local key.

[0036] The encrypted data stream STE enters into the
decoder MD1 to be processed. This decoder has a security
module CC1 including the rights associated to the encrypted
data content. The module CC1 veri?es the rights that alloW

[0025]

mission of data encrypted by control-Words CW, it decrypts

data exists before diffusing said data on the local netWork.

Consequently this data can only be processed on

this netWork.
[0026]

The data re-encrypted in this Way can be stored on

a hard disk or engraved on a DVD. The interest of the local

access to this encrypted data and, in the case of the trans

these control-Words and re-encrypts the latter using the local

key.
[0037] According to the operating mode, the local key is

netWork lies in the fact that this data cannot be processed

a session key generated by the converter module MD1 and

outside this local netWork. During the processing of this
data, the storage device diffuses the data in the netWork, this
data comprising an encrypted useful part (audio and video,
for example) and a management part that includes the

encrypted by the netWork key. This encrypting step of the

session key encrypted by the netWork key.
[0027] The master security module Will be responsible for
initializing each user security module Wishing to take part to
this netWork. Therefore, it should be evident to the user that
this ?rst module has a particular function and that it is
important not to lose it.

local key is not carried out in the converter module MD1, but
rather in a user module TC that only disposes of the netWork

key.
[0038] During an initialization step, the converter module
generates a random session key. In collaboration With the
decoder, said module transmits a request in order to deter
mine the presence of a local netWork. A restitution device,
for example the television set DV1, reacts and transmits the
public key of its user module TC1.
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[0039] This key Will be used by the converter module for
encrypting the session key MD1 and transmitting this
encrypted set to the user module of the television set.

[0040] The user module TC1, thanks to its private key,
decrypts this message and extracts the session key. Then it
encrypts this session key by means of the netWork key and

data, it is possible to only include the netWork managing
function in the master module MC. Once initialiZed the user
module TC2, the master module MC is removed and a

previously con?gured user module TC1 is introduced.
[0050] The invention also applies to a veri?cation method
for the conformity of a local netWork. During the negotiation

transmits this neW message to the converter module.

betWeen a terminal module TC and a converter module CC,

[0041]

the terminal module transmits data pertaining to the master
module MC on the basis of the formation of this netWork. It

When the converter module receives a message

including a control Word originating from the conditional
access data stream STE, it veri?es the rights contained in

this message and, if the rights are present, decrypts the
control Word and re-encrypts the latter by means of the
session key. The neW message contains the control Word

can be an identi?er, a signature or a certi?cate @509 for

example).
[0051] Due to the fact that only the master modules MC
can generate a local netWork, only this kind of module,

re-encrypted by the session key and the session key
encrypted by the netWork key.

modules in operation, Will be taken into account.

[0042] The functioning of a device such as a DVD reader
is noticeably similar. This device also includes a converter

information, knoWn as local netWork identi?er.

module CC2 that comprises means for accessing encrypted
data contained on the disk.

[0043] In our example, it Will be assumed that data is
encrypted by a key pertaining to the content according to an
algorithm, and/or a content key in the converter module.
[0044]

This converter module CC2 veri?es if the oWner of

Whose number is much loWer than the number of user

[0052]

The converter module CC stores this piece of

[0053] In the case of a Pay-TV decoder, the latter should
be connected to a management center for updating, for
statistical reasons or for invoicing local consumption.

[0054] At this point the converter module CC transmits,
together With the usual data, the local netWork identi?er

the module has the right to decrypt and broadcast the disk

associated to this decoder.

CDE on a local netWork. If the right exists, there may be tWo

[0055] The management center has a list of local netWork
identi?ers not authoriZed to receive decrypted data from a
converter module and communicates this information to said
module.

possibilities:
the converter module CC2 decrypts the content on the disk

and re-encrypts this content by means of the netWork key,

the re-encrypted data and the netWork key being transmitted
to the restitution device,

[0045] the converter module only encrypts the key of the
disk by means of the netWork key and transmits the initial

data and the disk key encrypted by the netWork key. This
method assumes that each content has a corresponding disk
key; on the contrary, the access to a content opens the

possibility of accessing all contents.
[0046] According to one of the aspects of the invention,
the master module MC is located in a television set DV1.

This master module alloWs the generation of the local
netWork and disposes of the netWork key NK. In one

embodiment, this module also comprises the functionality of
a user module and can thus decrypt encrypted data trans
mitted by a device such as a decoder MD1.
[0047] When a second blank user module TC2 is con
nected, in this case to a computer DV2, a communication is

established betWeen the master module MC and this blank

module. After reciprocal authentication, the master module
transmits the netWork key NK to the user module TC2,
Which from noW on has the possibility of receiving and

[0056]

The converter module can therefore accept or deny

to operate With a such netWork.

[0057]

It should be noted that a converter module can

interact With several locals netWorks, for example, if a third
party Wanted to connect its terminal module in the television
set DV1. In this con?guration, the converter module can

keep several netWork identi?ers in its memory.

[0058] In one embodiment, encrypted data, in particular
messages containing decryption key or keys, can contain
conditions making this type of veri?cation mandatory and
prior to any re-encrypting for a given local netWork.
[0059] The decoder then executes a veri?cation operation
in order to validate the identi?er of the local netWork to

Which it is connected. If during the negotiation of the local
key, another netWork identi?er appears, it Will not alloW the
decrypting of the control Word for the local netWork.

[0060] Therefore, it is possible to introduce conditions
into the encrypted data or into the keys accompanying said
data in order to de?ne a security level.

decrypting data of this local netWork. Thereafter, the pres

[0061]

ence of the master key MC is no longer necessary for

larly appropriate for restitution devices having the security

accessing data encrypted by the local key, since it has the
netWork key NK.

module directly mounted on the print. This module, in the
form of an electronic circuit (eventually Welded), comprises

[0048]

The basic principle for qualifying a local netWork

is the number of possible user modules. This function is
intended for the master module, Which reduces the counter
each time a user module receives the netWork key.

[0049]

If it is desired to clearly di?ferentiate the netWork

creating function and the function for accessing encrypted

It should be noted that the embodiment is particu

all the functions of a user security module. Only the master

module Will be removable and Will be connected only in
order to initialiZe the netWork and load the netWork key into
this electronic circuit. If this device moves to another

netWork, only an authoriZation for eliminating the member
ship to the previous netWork and an authorization for
entering the neW netWork are required.
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[0062] To reuse the data already stored and encrypted by
the network key, the master module again plays the role of
the user module With its oWn network key.

5. Method for creating and managing a local netWork
according to claim 1, Wherein the establishment of the
netWork key is carried out during an initialiZation step of the
master module.

netWork comprising at least one restitution device for an

6. Method for creating and managing a local netWork
according to claim 1, Wherein the master module is placed

encrypted data stream and a dilTusion and re-encrypting
device for all or part of said encrypted data, said devices

in a removable security module.
7. Method for creating and managing a local netWork

1. Method for creating and managing a local netWork, this

comprising security modules, the method comprising the
folloWing steps: connecting a master security module in one
of the devices connected to the local netWork, establishing

a netWork key by the master security module, securely
transmitting this netWork key to one or several user security

modules, decrypting encrypted data by the dilTusion and
re-encrypting device, re-encrypting of the data by said
device With a local key, transmitting the re-encrypted data to

the restitution device, decrypting by said restitution device
thanks to the associated user security module, Which dis
poses of means to ?nd the local key.
2. Method for creating and managing a local netWork

according to claim 1, Wherein the local key is a randomly

generated session key encrypted by the netWork key.
3. Method for creating and managing a local netWork
according to claim 1, Wherein the local key is the netWork

key.
4. Method for creating and managing a local netWork
according to claim 1, Wherein the establishment of the

netWork key is obtained by the pseudo-random generation of
a key during the initialization of the local netWork.

according to claim 6, Wherein said removable security
module comprises a user module forming part of the net
Work administrated by the master module.
8. Method for creating and managing a local netWork
according to claim 1, Wherein the user security modules are
in the form of an electronic circuit mounted during the
manufacture of the restitution device.
9. Method for creating and managing a local netWork
according to claim 1, Wherein the user security module is in
the form of a removable security module.
10. Method for creating and managing a local netWork

according to claim 1, Wherein the di?‘usion and re-encrypt
ing device includes a security module, called converter
module, said module receives and keeps an identi?er of the
master module that created the netWork, the converter mod

ule re-encrypting the data for said netWork.
11. Method for creating and managing a local netWork
according to claim 10, Wherein said master module identi?er
is transmitted to a management center during a connection

step to said management center.
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